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Abstract.  The Concept of  semi prime ideals was given by Y. Rav  by generalizing 
the notion of 0-distributive lattices. An ideal I  of a lattice L  is called a semi prime 
ideal if for all ,,, Lzyx ∈  Iyx ∈∧  and Izx ∈∧  imply Izyx ∈∨∧ )( . In 
this paper, we extend  the concept for meet semi lattices. Here we include several 
characterizations of these ideals in directed above meet semi lattices and provided a 
result related to prime separation theorem. We also include some results on minimal 
prime ideals.  
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1. Introduction   
J.C.Varlet [6] first introduced the concept of 0-distributive lattices. Then many 
authors including [1,2,4] studied them for lattices and semi lattices. By [2], a meet 
semi lattice S with 0 is called 0-distributive if for all Scba ∈,,  
with caba ∧==∧ 0   imply 0=∧ da  for some cbd ,≥ . We also know that a 
0-distributive meet semi lattice is directed above. A meet semi lattice S is called 
directed above if for all Sb,a ∈ , there exists Sc∈  such that b,ac ≥ . 
 A non-empty subset I of a directed above meet semi lattice S is called a 
down set if for Ix∈ and  xy ≤   )( Sy∈ imply Iy∈  . Down set I is called an 
ideal if for   Iyx ∈, , there exists yxz ,≥  such that Iz∈ . 
 A non-empty subset F of S is called an upset if  Fx∈  and xy ≥  )( Sy∈    
imply Fy∈ . An upset F of S is called a filter if for all   Fyx ∈, ,    Fyx ∈∧ . 
An ideal (down set) P is called a prime ideal    (down set) if  Pba ∈∧  implies 
either  Pa∈  or Pb∈ . A filter Q  of S is called prime if QS −  is a prime ideal.  
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 A filter F of S is called a maximal filter if F ≠ S and it is not contained by 
any other proper filter of S. A prime down set P is called a minimal prime down set 
if it does not contain any other prime down set of S.  

Y Rav [5] have generalized the concept of 0-distributive lattices and 
introduced the notion of semi prime ideals in lattices.  An ideal I  of a lattice L  is 
called a semi prime ideal if for all ,,, Lzyx ∈  Iyx ∈∧  and Izx ∈∧  imply 

Izyx ∈∨∧ )( . Thus, for a lattice L  with 0, L  is called   0-distributive if and 
only if ]0(  is a semi prime ideal. In a distributive lattice  L , every ideal is a semi 
prime ideal. Moreover, every prime ideal is semi prime. In a pentagonal lattice  
{ }bacba <;1,,,,0 , ]0(  is semi prime but not prime. Here (b] and (c] are prime, 
but (a] is not even semi prime. Again in  

=3M { }1;0;1,,,,0 =∨=∨=∨=∧=∧=∧ cbcabacacbbacba , ]0( , 
](a ,  ](b , ](c  are not semi prime. . In this paper, we extend the concept for directed 

above meet semi lattices and give several characterizations of these ideals.  
  In a directed above meet semi lattice S, an ideal J is called a semi prime 
ideal if for all  ,,, Szyx ∈   Jyx ∈∧ ,   Jzx ∈∧   imply   Jdx ∈∧ for some  

., zyd ≥  In a distributive semi lattice, every ideal is semi prime. Moreover, the 
semi lattice itself is obviously a semi prime ideal. Also, every prime ideal of S is 
semi prime.  
 
Theorem 1. A meet semilattice S with at least one proper semi prime ideal is 
directed above. 
Proof. Let Sb,a ∈  and P be a semi prime ideal of S. Then for any Pp∈ , 

Pbp,ap ∈∧∧ . Since P is semi prime, so there exists Sd ∈  with b,ad ≥  such 
that Pdp ∈∧ . Therefore, S is directed above.    
Following result is due to [2]. 
 
Lemma 2. A filter F of a meet semi lattice S is maximal if and only if S-M is a 
minimal prime down set.     
 
Lemma 3. Intersection of two prime (semi prime) ideals of a directed above meet              
semi lattice is a semi-prime ideal. 
Proof: Let Scba ∈,,  and 21 PPI ∩= . Let Iba ∈∧  and Ica ∈∧ . Then 

,1Pba ∈∧ 1Pca ∈∧ and 2Pba ∈∧ , 2Pca ∈∧  . Since each iP  is prime(semi 

prime) , so 11 Pda ∈∧  and 22 Pda ∈∧  for some c,bd,d ≥21 . Choose 
c,bddd ≥∧= 21 . Then 21 PPda ∩∈∧ , and so 21 PP ∩  is semi prime.  

Lemma 4. Every filter disjoint from an ideal  I  is contained in a maximal filter 
disjoint from I . 
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Proof: Let F be a filter in S with 0. Let Ŧ be the set of all filters containing F and 
disjoint from I . Then  Ŧ is non-empty  as F∈Ŧ. Let C be a chain in Ŧ and let 

( )CXXM ∈= :U .We claim that M is a filter. Let Mx∈  and xy ≥  .Then 
Xx∈  for some CX ∈ . Hence Xy∈  as X is a filter. Therefore, My∈ . Let 

Myx ∈, .Then Xx∈  and Yy∈  for some CYX ∈, .Since C is a chain, either 
YX ⊆ or XY ⊆ . Suppose YX ⊆ . So Yyx ∈, .Then  Yyx ∈∧  and so 

Myx ∈∧  . Moreover, FM ⊇ .So M is a maximum element of C. Then by 
Zorn’s Lemma, Ŧ has a maximal element, say FQ ⊇ .  

Lemma 5. Let I  be an ideal of a meet semilattice  S. A filter M disjoint from I is a 
maximal filter disjoint form I   if and only if for all Ma∉ ,there exists Mb∈   
such that Iba ∈∧  . 
Proof: Let M be a maximal filter such that it is disjoint from I and Ma∉ .Let  

Iba ∉∧ for all Mb∈ .  Consider },;{1 MbbaySyM ∈∧≥∈= . Clearly  

1M  is a filter. For any ,Mb∈ bab ∧≥  implies 1Mb∈ . So  MM ⊇1  .Also 
φ=∩ IM1 . For if not, let IMx ∩∈ 1 . This implies Ix∈ and  bax ∧≥  for 

some Mb∈ . Hence Iba ∈∧ , which is a contradiction. Hence φ=∩ IM1 . 
Now 1MM ⊂   because Ma∉ but 1Ma∈  . This contradicts the maximality of M. 
Hence there must exist  Mb∈ such that Iba ∈∧ . 
            Conversely, If M is not maximal among the filters disjoint from I , then 
there exists a filter MN ⊃  and disjoint from I . For any MNa −∈ , there exists 

Mb∈ such that Iba ∈∧ . Hence, Nb,a ∈     and this implies NIba ∩∈∧ , 
which is a contradiction . Hence  M must be a maximal filter disjoint from I  .   
Let S be a meet semi-lattice with 0. For SA ⊆ ,we define 

}Aaallforax|Sx{A ∈=∧∈=⊥ 0 . ⊥A is always a down set of  S but  it 
is not necessarily an ideal.  
 
Theorem 6. Let A be a non-empty subset of a meet semilattice directed above S and 
J be an ideal of S. Then 

)min:( AcontainingnotbutJcontainingsetdownprimeimalaisPPA J I=⊥

 
Proof: Suppose 

 A:P(X I= ⊄ )JcontainingsetdownprimeimalminaisP,P .Let 
JAx ⊥∈ .  Then Jax ∈∧ for all Aa∈ .Choose any P of right hand expression. 

Since A ⊄ P , there exists Az∈ but Pz∉ . Then PJzx ⊆∈∧ . So Px∈  , as 
P is prime. Hence  Xx∈ . 
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            Conversely, Let Xx∈ . If JAx ⊥∉  , then  Jbx ∉∧ for some Ab∈ . Let 
)[ bxD ∧= .Hence  D is a filter disjoint from J. Then by Lemma 4, there is a 

maximal filter DM ⊇ but disjoint form J .Then by Lemma 2, S-M is minimal 
prime down set containing J. Now  MSx −∉  as  Dx∈   implies Mx∈ . 

Moreover, MSA −⊄  as ,Ab∈ but  Mb∈ implies ,MSb −∉ which  is a 

contradiction to Xx∈ . Hence  JAx ⊥∈ .   
 
Theorem 7. Suppose S be a directed above meet semi lattice with 0 and J be an 
ideal of S. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) J is semi prime. 

(ii) For every ,Sa∈   }Jax:Sx{}a{ J ∈∧∈=⊥ is a semi prime ideal 
containing J. 
(iii) }:{ AaallforJaxSxA J ∈∈∧∈=⊥

 is a semi prime ideal containing J, 
when A is finite. 
(iv)  Every maximal filter disjoint from J is prime. 
Proof: (i) ⇔ (ii). Suppose (i) holds. Ja ⊥}{ is clearly a down set containing J. Now 

let Jayx ⊥∈ }{, .Then ,Jax ∈∧ .Jay ∈∧ Since J is semi prime, so 

Jda ∈∧ for some   y,xd ≥ .      This implies { } Jad ⊥∈  and so Ja ⊥}{  is an 

ideal containing   J. Now let Jayx ⊥∈∧ }{ and Jazx ⊥∈∧ }{  . Then 
Jayx ∈∧∧ and .Jazx ∈∧∧  Thus, Jyax ∈∧∧ )( and Jzax ∈∧∧ )( . 

Then Jdax ∈∧∧ )(    for some z,yd ≥ , as J semi prime . This implies 
Jadx ⊥∈∧ }{ and so Ja ⊥}{  is semi prime.  

(ii) ⇒  (i). Suppose (ii) holds. Let Jyx ∈∧  and Jzx ∈∧ . Then { } Jxz,y ⊥∈ . 

Since by (ii) { } Jx ⊥  is an ideal, so there exists z,yd ≥  such that { } Jxd ⊥∈ . Thus 
Jdx ∈∧  and so J is semi prime. 

( ii)⇒ ( iii ).  This is trivial by Lemma1, as );}({ AaaA JJ ∈= ⊥⊥ I  . 
(i)⇒ (iv).  Suppose F is a maximal filter disjoint from J . Suppose FSgf −∈, . 
Then Fgf ∉, .By Lemma 5, there exist Fba ∈,  such that Jfa ∈∧ , 

Jgb ∈∧ . Here S-F is a minimal prime down set containing J. Thus 
Jfba ∈∧∧  and Jgba ∈∧∧ . Since j is semi prime, so there exists g,fe ≥  

such that FSJbae −⊆∈∧∧ . But Fba ∈∧  and so FSe −∈ as it is prime. 
Here S-F is a prime ideal. Hence F is a prime filter.  
(iv)⇒  (i). Let (iv) holds. Suppose Scba ∈,, with Jba ∈∧ , Jca ∈∧ . Suppose 
for all c,bd ≥  Jda ∉∧ .Consider { }c,bd;day:SyF ≥∧≥∈=  Then F is a 

filter disjoint from J. By Lemma 4, there is a maximal filter FM ⊇  and disjoint 
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from J. By (iv) M is prime. Thus S-M is a prime ideal containing J. Now 
MSca,ba −∈∧∧ . Since S-M is a prime ideal, so either MSa −∈  or 

MSc,b −∈ . In any case MSda −∈∧ for some .c,bd ≥  This gives a 
contradiction as Mda ∈∧  for all .c,bd ≥  Therefore Jda ∈∧  for some 

.c,bd ≥   Hence J is semi prime.  
Corollary 8. In a meet semilattice S, every filter disjoint to a semi-prime ideal J is 
contained in a prime filter. 
 
Proof: This immediately follows from Lemma 4 and theorem 7. 
Theorem 9. If J is a semi-prime ideal of a directed above meet semi-lattice S 
and }JcontainingidealanisJ:J{AJ λλ=⊂ I ,then

{ }{ }Jx:SxA JJ ≠∈= ⊥⊥  . 

Proof : Let JAx ⊥∈  . Then Jax ∈∧  for all Aa∈ . So J}x{a ⊥∈  for all Aa∈ . 

Then JxA ⊥⊆ }{ and so Jx J ≠⊥}{ .Conversely, Let Sx∈ such that 

.}{ Jx J ≠⊥ Since J is semi-prime, so Jx ⊥}{  is an ideal properly containing J. 

Therefore ,}x{A J⊥⊆ and so .}{ JJJ xA ⊥⊥⊥ ⊇ This implies JAx ⊥∈ which 
completes the proof.  
             In [1], Balasubramani and Venkatanarasimhan, have provided a series of 
characterizations of 0-distributive lattices. Then [3] have generalized some of the 
results for semi prime ideals. Here we extend a part of those results for semi prime 
ideals. 
 
Theorem 10.  Let S be a meet semi-lattice directed above and J be an ideal. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) J is semi-prime. 
(ii) Every maximal filter of S disjoint with J is prime. 
(iii) Every minimal prime down set containing J is a minimal prime ideal containing 
J. 
(iv) Every filter disjoint from J is disjoint from a minimal prime ideal containing J. 
Proof: (i)⇔ (ii) follows from Theorem 7. 
(ii)⇒  (iii).  Let A be a minimal prime down set containing J .Then S-A is a 
maximal filter disjoint with J .Then by (ii), S-A is prime and so A is a minimal 
prime ideal.  
(iii)⇒  (ii).  Let F be a maximal filter disjoint with J. Then S-Fis a minimal prime 
down set containing  J. Then by (iii), S-F is a minimal prime ideal and so F is a 
prime filter. 
(i)⇒  (iv). Let F a filter of S disjoint from J. Then by Corollary 8,there is a 
prime(maximal) filter Q  containing F and disjoint from J. Then QS −   is a 
minimal prime ideal containing J and disjoint from F. 
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(iv)⇒  (ii). LetQ be a maximal filter disjoint from J. Then by (iv), there exists  a 
minimal prime ideal P containing J such that .PQ ϕ=∩  Then S-P is a (maximal) 
prime filter of S containing Q  and disjoint from J. By maximality of Q  , S-P must 
be equal to Q .  Therefore Q  is prime.            
 
Theorem 11. Let S be a directed above meet semilattice and J  be ideal of  S. Then 
each of the conditions of theorem, imply the conditions  
(i) For each element ,Ja∉   there is a minimal prime ideal containing J but not 
containing a.  
(ii) Each Ja∉   is contained in a prime filter disjoint from J.  
Proof: Let .Ja∉  Then .)[ ϕ=∩ Ja  So by (iv) of Theorem 10, )[a  is disjoint 
from a minimal prime ideal containing J . Thus (i) holds. Since the complement of a 
prime ideal is a prime filter, so (i) implies (ii).  

Remark: By [3]  we know that all the conditions of Theorem 10 and Theorem 11 
are equivalent in case of lattices. But in meet semi lattices condition (ii)of Theorem 
11  does not imply any of the equivalent conditions of Theorem 10.  Observe that in 
the semi lattice of Figure 1, condition (ii) of Theorem 11 is satisfied , but (0] is not 
semi prime (i.e. S is not 0-distributive). Note that here each ]( id  and ](a  are the 

only prime ideals. So  S- ]( id ,  S- ](a are prime filters. That is, )[a  , )[ ia   for each i  
and )[ cb∧ are prime filters. 
            Since in case of lattices, the intersection of any number of prime ideals is a 
semi prime ideal, so we have the following result due to [3]. 
 
Theorem 12. Let L be a lattice and J be an ideal of L. If  

),JcontainingidealprimeaisP:P(J I=  then J is semi prime.   
 
          It should be mentioned that the above result is not true in case of directed 
above meet semi lattices. Observe that in Figure 1, ]a(]d(]( i ∩= I0  but S is 
not 0-distributive. In other words, ]( 0  is not semi prime. 
        Here each ]( id  and ](a  are the only prime ideals. So  S- ]( id ,  S- ](a are prime 

filter. i.e. )[a  and )[ ia   for each i  and )[ cb∧ are prime filters.   
       Now we give another characterization of semi-prime ideals with the help of 
prime separation Theorem using annihilator ideals. 
 
Theorem 13.  Let S  be a meet semilattice with 0. J is a semi-prime if and only if for 

all filters F disjoint to Sx;}x{ J ∈⊥  , there is a prime filter containing F disjoint 

to Jx ⊥}{ . 
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                                                 Figure 1 

Proof : Suppose J is semi prime. Then by Theorem 7, { } Jx ⊥  is semi prime. Using 
Zorn’s Lemma we can easily find a maximal filter Q containing F and disjoint to  

Jx ⊥}{ . We claim that Qx∈ . If not, then .)[ QxQ ⊃∨ By maximality of 

,Q .}{))[( ϕ≠∩∨ ⊥JxxQ  If ,}{))[( JxxQt ⊥∩∨∈ Then xqt ∧≥ for some 

Qq∈ and Jxt ∈∧  . This implies Jxq ∈∧ and so Jxq ⊥∈ }{  gives a 
contradiction. Hence Qx∈ . 

Now let Qz∉ . Then .}{))[( ϕ≠∩∨ ⊥JxzQ Suppose JxzQy ⊥∩∨∈ }{))[( then 
zqy ∧≥ 1 and  Jxy ∈∧    for some Qq ∈1 .This implies Jzxq ∈∧∧1  and     

{ } Jxzq ⊥∈∧1 .Hence by Lemma 5, Q  is a maximal filter disjoint to  Jx ⊥}{ .Then 
by Theorem  7. Q  is prime. 
         Conversely, Let ,Jyx ∈∧ Jzx ∈∧  . If Jdx ∉∧  for all z,yd ≥ , then 

Jxd ⊥∉ }{  . Thus ϕ=∩ ⊥Jxd }{)[  . So there exists a prime filter Q  containing 

)[d and disjoint from       Jx ⊥}{ . As ,}{, Jxzy ⊥∈ so  Qzy ∉, . Thus ,Qd ∉  for 
some z,yd ≥  as Q  is prime. This implies  ,)[ Qd ⊄  a contradiction. 
Hence ,Jdx ∈∧ and so J is semi prime.  
 
Corollary 14. A directed above meet semi lattice S with 0 is 0-distributive if and 
only if every prime down set contains a minimal prime ideal. 

Proof.  Let P be a prime down set of S. Then SP ≠ . So there exists Sx∈  such 
that Px∉ . If { }⊥∈ xt , then Pxt ∈=∧ 0 . This implies Pt ∈ , as P is prime. 
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Therefore { } ϕ=−∩⊥ )PS(x , where S-P is a filter of S. Suppose S is 0-
distributive (i,e. (0] is semi prime). Then by Theorem 13, there is a prime filter Q 
containing S-P and disjoint to { }⊥x . It follows that  S-Q is a minimal prime ideal 
contained in P. Proof of the converse is trivial from the proof of Theorem 13 by 
replacing J by (0].  

Theorem 15.  Let J be a semi-prime ideal of a directed above meet semi-lattice  S 
and .Sx∈  Then a prime ideal P containing  Jx ⊥}{  is a minimal prime ideal 

containing Jx ⊥}{  if and only if for ,Pp∈ there exists ,PSq −∈ such 

that .}{ Jxqp ⊥∈∧  
Proof : Let P  be a prime ideal containing Jx ⊥}{  such that the give  condition holds. 

Let K be a prime ideal containing Jx ⊥}{ such that .PK ⊆ Let Pp∈  . Then there is 

PSq −∈ such that   .}{ Jxqp ⊥∈∧ Hence  .Kqp ∈∧ Since  K is prime and 
,Kq∉  so .Kp∈ Thus , KP⊆    and so PK = . Therefore, P must be a minimal 

prime ideal containing Jx ⊥}{ . 

Conversely, let P be a minimal prime ideal containing Jx ⊥}{ .Let Pp∈ . 

Suppose for all PSq −∈ , .}{ Jxqp ⊥∉∧ Set )p[)PS(D ∨−= . We claim that  

ϕ=∩⊥ Dx J}{ . If not , let    Dxy J ∩∈ ⊥}{ . Then J}x{yqp ⊥∈≤∧  for some 
PSq −∈ , which is a contradiction to the assumption. Then by Theorem13, there 

exists a maximal (prime) filter DQ ⊇ and disjoint to   Jx ⊥}{ . By the proof of 

Theorem 13 , Qx∈  Let QSM −= . Then M is a prime ideal containing { } Jx ⊥ . 
Now ϕ=∩DM  . This implies ϕ=−∩ )( PSM  and hence PM ⊆ . 
Also ,PM ≠ because DP∈  implies Mp∉ but Pp∈ . Hence M  is a prime ideal 

containing Jx ⊥}{  which is properly contained in P. This gives a contradiction to the 
minimal property of P. Therefore, the given condition holds.        

An element *x  in a directed above meet semi lattice S with 0 is called the 
pseudo complement of Sx∈  if 0=∧ *xx  and for any Ss∈ , 0=∧ sx  implies 

*xs ≤ . S with 0 and 1 is called pseudo complemented if its every element has a 
pseudo complement. 

An element x   in a pseudo complemented meet semi lattice is called a 
dense element if 0=∗x . The set of all dense elements is denoted by ).(SD  It is 
easy to prove that )(SD  is a filter of S. 
 
We conclude the paper by extending  the result of [2].  
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Theorem 16. Let S be a pseudo complemented meet semi lattice and let P be a 
prime ideal of S . Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) P is minimal   (ii) Px∈  implies that .Px ∉∗  

(iii) Px∈  implies that .Px ∈∗∗
   (iv) .)( ϕ=∩ SDP    

Proof: (i)⇒(ii). Let P be a minimal prime ideal and let (ii) fail, that is Px ∈∗  for 
some  Px∈ . Set ).x[)PS(D ∨−=  We claim that D∉0  . For if ,0 D∈  then  

xq ∧=0  for some ,PSq −∈ which implies Pxq ∈≤ ∗  , which is a 
contradiction. Therefore, D∉0 . Then by Lemma 4 and  [2,Theorem 3.2], there is a 
prime filter Q  such that  QD ⊆ . Let  .QSM −=  Then M is a prime ideal 
and φ=∩DM . Therefore, φ=−∩ )PS(M  and hence  PM ⊆ .Also PM ≠  , 
because Dx∈  implies Qx∈ and hence Mx∉  but Px∈  . So P is not minimal, 
which is contradiction. Hence (ii) holds.  

(ii)⇒(iii). Let Px∈ . Since ,0 Pxx ∈=∧ ∗∗∗  and by (ii) Px ∉∗ , so Px ∈∗∗  as 
P is prime. 
(iii)⇒(iv).Let ),(SDPx ∩∈  then Px∈   and .0=∗x  By (iii) Px ∈∗∗   and so 

Px ∈= ∗∗1   is a contradiction as P is prime. 
(iv)⇒(i). Suppose (iv) holds. If P is not minimal, then there exists a prime ideal Q  

such that PQ ⊂ .  Let QPx −∈ . SinceQ  is prime, so Qxx ∈=∧ ∗∗∗ 0      

implies .PQx ⊂∈∗
 Thus Pxx ∈∗, . Since P is an ideal. So there exists Pd ∈  

such that ∗≥ xxd ,    implies ∗∗∗∗ ≥ dxx , . Thus 0=∧≤ ∗∗∗∗ xxd     implies     
)S(Dd ∈  which contradicts (iv). Therefore, P must be minimal.  
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